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Abstract
Event-based communication is a major source of power and flexibility for today’s applications. For example, in the context of
a web browser, the dynamism of user experience is driven by
events: fine-grained interaction of the user with a web application
triggers events reactively handled by JavaScript code. This paper
explores channels for leaking sensitive information through constructs in a reactive language. We propose a general and realizable security framework for preventing information leaks in a reactive setting with such features as new handler creation and hierarchical event structures. While prior work largely takes an all-ornothing approach to information flows due to intermediate output,
our framework tightly regulates the bandwidth of such flows: at
most log(n+1) bits are allowed to be released, where n is the number of public inputs to the program. We gain flexibility from distinguishing between the security levels of message existence and content. A combination of flow-sensitive analysis and buffering output
enables us to enforce security without being overly restrictive.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features; D.4.6 [Security and
Protection]: Information flow controls
General Terms Languages, Security
Keywords Information flow, event model, reactive programming

1.

Introduction

Event-based communication is a major source of power and flexibility for today’s applications. For example, in the context of a
web browser, the dynamism of user experience is driven by events:
fine-grained interaction of the user with a web application triggers
events reactively handled by JavaScript code. Unfortunately, the
power of event-based communication opens up channels for leaking sensitive information. This is a concern where programs operate
on data of different levels of sensitivity. For example, a web mashup
is a web application that integrates several services into a new combined service. Typically, a web mashup contains JavaScript code
from different Internet domains integrated into a single page. It is
essential that sensitive information such as user clicks or input form
data (say, in an online shopping part of the mashup) is not propagated to a third party (say, an advertisement part of the mashup).
At the same time, separation and isolation based on safe language
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subsets and reference monitoring [12, 16, 28, 29, 35] is often too
restrictive: isolating Google Maps in a mashup from the rest of the
web application renders the map-service mashup useless. Hence, a
fine-grained approach is desirable, where information flow between
inputs and outputs is tracked as it is propagated by program constructs [30, 47]. However, information flow in such a scenario is a
delicate problem. In the presence of events, there are channels for
leaking information that do not arise in standard programming languages [47]. We illustrate the delicacies with web-based examples,
but note that the nature of this problem is general.
Attacker model We are interested in securing reactive programs
that do not possess any secrets initially. However, a program interact with its environment by input and output events. Input events
might carry secret information (e.g., reading the content of a cookie
in JavaScript). Programs may generate output events that might
carry public information (e.g., loading an image from a third-party
server). Assuming the attacker observes (or controls) public input,
the attacker’s goal is to deduce information about secret inputs from
public outputs. In this model, the only attacker-observable behavior
is public output. Internal program behavior such as variable assignment and (non)termination are invisible from outside.
Tracking information flow Some events are more secret than
others, e.g., user clicks in an online banking application might need
to be protected, while clicks in an online shopping application can
be released to a statistics service. The challenge is not to release
too much: the fact that a user has submitted a credit-card form
can be released, but the credit card number must stay secret. We
thus distinguish between the security level of event existence and
content. In the former example, both are secret, but in the latter the
existence is public and content is secret. Our model is similar to
security labels for structured datatypes [36, 37].
In a standard reactive language, an event triggers a single handler. In a more general setting, a single event might lead to triggering several handlers in an event hierarchy. Coming back to the
web setting, an event hierarchy is induced by the Document Object Model (DOM) [22] tree, a language-independent interface that
regulates access to the tree structure of the underlying HTML document. For example, it is possible to set onclick handlers in both
the body part and a div part inside the body. In the event of a click
inside the div part, both will be triggered and run in sequence.
Balancing security and permissiveness Motivated by the scenario of running potentially malicious JavaScript in a browser,
we assume the code is in the hands of the attacker. Hence, all
possible channels of information leaks by malicious code need
to be addressed. The baseline security condition of noninterference [10, 19] prescribes independence of public output from secret
input. In a reactive setting, the possibility of observing intermediate outputs needs special attention as it allows high-bandwidth
leakage of secrets to the attacker. To this end, existing baseline security conditions in a setting with communication primitives offer
two choices of treating intermediate output. We use the terminol-

ogy of progress-(in)sensitivity to highlight the difference. Progresssensitive noninterference (PSNI) (e.g., [3, 38]) demands that the
sequence of outputs produced by programs is fully independent of
secrets. This is a strong guarantee, which comes at a price of restrictiveness when enforcing it: Typically, looping on secret data is
disallowed [53]. At the other extreme is progress-insensitive noninterference (PINI) (e.g., [2, 3, 7]) that allows programs looping on
secret data as long as there are no public side effects in the body
loop. However, PINI is vulnerable to brute-force attacks. Consider
the source for the following simple web page in Figure 1, where
function brute is based on an example by Askarov et al. [2].
<html> <head> <script type="text/javascript">
function out(v) {
req=new XMLHttpRequest();
req.open("GET","a.php?guess=" + v,false);
req.send(); }
function save() {
h = document.getElementById(’secret’).value; }
function brute() {
l = 0 ;
while(1){
out(l) ;
while(l==h){} ;
l = l + 1 ;
} ; }
</script> </head> <body> <center>
<input type="text" id="secret"/>
<input type="button" value="Save" onclick="save()"/><br/>
<input type="button" value="Brute" onclick="brute()"/>
</center> </body> </html>

Figure 1: Brute-force attack in JavaScript
Assume h, secret and save-clicks are secret and brute-clicks
public. This web page lets the user save a secret value in variable
h, and then have the program brute-force the value stored on h
by successively guessing from 0 to h. Note that there is no explicit
passing of sensitive data to the adversary in the code. Nevertheless,
when this script diverges, it has already sent the value from h to a
server-side script a.php (through GET-attribute guess) which can
then log it for the world to see. This problematic program is deemed
secure by PINI and enforcement mechanisms for it [2, 3, 7]).
The overrestrictiveness of PSNI and entire-secret leaks of PINI
currently leave no choice for anything in-between.
This motivates the need for deeper understanding of security
specification and enforcement for reactive languages. While the
main long-term motivation for our work is the reactive part of
JavaScript in a browser, our results are general and applicable to
languages with various flavors of intermediate output. Our results
are particularly relevant to languages that feature events, like Erlang, Java, and Smalltalk. Once we gain fundamental understanding of the impact of events, we are in a good position to advance
implementation and practical evaluation in a browser setting.
The paper presents the following contributions to securing information flow in event-based systems:
Security framework We introduce a general framework for reasoning about security of reactive programs. A novel contribution
is a security framework that addresses the challenge of adequately
treating intermediate output. Our security condition occupies the
sweet spot between the restrictive PSNI and leaky PINI. It is more
restrictive than the latter (preventing brute-force leaks) and more
permissive than the former (allowing loops on high data). The condition is a form of noninterference [10, 19], that builds insensitivity
to computation progress into phases of computation between public
inputs. The condition requires that once a public input is consumed,
no matter what the secret inputs to the system are, there are only
two outcomes until the system is ready to consume another public
input: either silent divergence or convergence with the same public
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Figure 2: Relative permissiveness of enforcement
output. Thus, a reactive system that diverges while handling an observable phase handles that phase silently. Our approach enables
tight control over the bandwidth of allowed leaks by connecting it
to the number of processed inputs: we show at most log(n + 1) bits
are allowed to be released, where n is the number of public inputs
to the program. Thus, by controlling the number of public inputs
to be processed, we have full control of the amount of released
information. This is a major improvement over PINI, where there
is no bound on how much information is leaked when handling
a single input. Further, the framework includes the possibility for
each channel to distinguish between the security levels of message
presence and message content. We then develop a JavaScript-like
language with such features as new handler creation and hierarchical event handling, to model and analyze code-in-a-browser in this
framework. We model a general notion of a hierarchy that includes
such tree-like structures as the DOM tree in browsers.
Permissive enforcement We support the language with permissive enforcement based on a novel combination of static analysis
and transformation. One source of permissiveness is flow sensitivity. Our static analysis computes a mapping from each sink (output
channel) to the set of sources (input channels) from which input
can leak on that sink. Another important source of permissiveness
is output buffering, realized as a transformation that replaces outputs by appending to a queue and flushes the queue immediately
before getting ready to receive new input. This transformation removes information leaks from intermediate observations as in the
example in Figure 1. Further, we show that all potentially leaking
programs that satisfy PINI are repaired by buffering. Buffering output to protect against brute-force attacks is the main thrust of our
work, and we expect it have most practical consequences.
The set-inclusion diagram in Figure 2 illustrates the relative permissiveness of our enforcement. Bold circles correspond to the sets
of programs that satisfy the increasingly liberal security conditions
PSNI, IBNI, and PINI (where IBNI is our input-bounded noninterference condition). The dashed shapes correspond to the sets of
programs that are certified by type-based enforcement TPSNI and
TPINI for PSNI and PINI, respectively. The arrows correspond to
buffering: programs that are typable with the type system for PINI
are moved by buffering from the set TPINI into the set of IBNI
programs. This illustrates that we are able to deal with programs in
TPINI (in contrast to the restrictive TPSNI) and at the same time
guarantee the security property IBNI (in contrast to the leaky PINI).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
a stream-based model for reactive systems. Section 3 motivates and

introduces IBNI and gives its quantitative implication. Section 4
presents a simple reactive language with new handler creation.
Section 5 presents a sound enforcement mechanism for IBNI in
this language. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 contains
conclusions and directions for future work.

2.

Stream model

Our goal is to secure information flow in systems producing intermediate output. We address this issue in an incarnation of a
gradually-maturing stream-based security model for reactive systems [2, 7, 9, 38]. Here, information can only enter and exit our systems through channel-based message passing. Each channel comes
with a label expressing the confidentiality level of the information
it carries. We then compare each possible input sequence to the resulting output sequence and ensure that confidential information in
inputs does not leak into public outputs. An important issue this
model deals with is that of feedback loops. Since some inputs can
be generated as a function of outputs, it would seem that we have to
consider the behavior of the environment when performing information flow security analysis on our systems, like in [38]. However,
as proved in [9], for deterministic programs, it is sufficient to consider only input sequences which are independent of outputs, as
quantifying over all these in our security conditions will necessarily include dependent input sequences. This yields compositional
results, as we do not have to take into account the behavior of the
environment. A sequence of inputs or outputs can then be given as a
single stream, i.e., a (possibly infinite) list of messages. We assume
that the environment supplies an input and output buffer for the
input and output stream, thus making the communication between
our reactive system and its environment asynchronous. This greatly
simplifies our framework, as a reactive system can be considered
as a stream transducer, transforming a given input stream I into an
output stream O, much like a batch-job program transforms an initial memory to a final memory, a scenario thoroughly explored in
information-flow security [47]. Still, there is a key difference from
batch-job computation: the possibility of producing intermediate
outputs. We will return to this difference and show how to secure
the information-flow channel (progress) it introduces.
This model appears in its most mature form in [7], and it is this
model ours resembles most. Like [7], we treat deterministic reactive systems which operate on streams. However, instead of defining streams and relations on these coinductively, our treatment of
streams resembles the one used in Scheme and Haskell, and relations on streams are defined inductively. Furthermore, our security policies are more fine-grained, distinguishing the confidentiality level of message existence and content.
2.1

Reactive systems

Our computation model is that of reactive systems, in which computation occurs as a reaction to an external event. These events,
which could e.g. represent a keystroke, GUI button click, network
packet reception, sensor reading, or timer event, are triggered in
the system by the environment in which the system runs. This environment could for instance consist of users, hardware, or other
systems, such as a web browser, as in our setting where the reactive
system is a JavaScript program. Indeed, as exemplified by a web
browser running in an environment consisting of a user and other
computers on the network, a reactive system can itself be a reactive system running in an even greater environment. While reacting
to an event, a reactive system can change its state, as well as trigger zero or more events in its environment. This interaction of a
reactive system with its environment is modeled by channel-based
message-passing. Each event the system reacts to is associated an
input channel, and the environment triggers a given event in the
system by sending a message, containing a value, to the system

on the associated channel. Likewise, the system triggers events in
its environment by sending messages on output channels. Inputs i,
outputs o, and messages s are then given by
¯
i ::= ch(v)
s ::= i | o
o ::= ch(v)
|•
¯
where ch(v) (resp. ch(v))
denotes a message received (resp. sent)
on channel ch carrying value v, and • denotes that a silent, internal
step, or “tick” occurred in the source of the • (e.g. an internal channel synchronization, memory assignment, etc.). These channels are
the only external interface to the reactive system, and therefore, the
only medium by which information can enter and exit our systems.
The behavior of a reactive system can now be given by a labeled
transition system with actions ranged by i and o. That is, a triple
a

(Q, A, {−
→| a ∈ A}),
a

where Q is a set of states, A a set of actions, and −
→⊆ Q×Q, for all
a ∈ A. Intuitively, if q is a state which can, as its next computation
i
o
step, input i and enter state q 0 , then q −
→ q 0 . Likewise, q −
→ q 0 if q
0
can output o and enter state q as its next step. Practical computation
models native to this paradigm include event loops, actors in the
Actor Model, and, of interest here, JavaScript programs.
2.2

Streams

Consider the classic list operators cons, head and tail, given by
cons(x, X) = x :: X

head(x :: X) = x tail(x :: X) = X.

Here, (::) is a data constructor, where x :: X represents X with
x prepended (or “cons”ed). For languages with lists, we define
the next operator  to evaluate a term X until it reaches the form
x :: X 0 for some terms x and X 01 . Without further evaluating x
and X 0 ,  then yields x :: X 0 . So, X  x :: X 0 . For example, given
inc(n) = n :: inc(n + 1),
head(inc(3)) will first evaluate to head(3 :: inc(3 + 1)) since
inc(3)  3 :: inc(3+1). At this point, with an appropriate evaluation
strategy, head(3 :: inc(3 + 1)) can evaluate directly to 3, without
first evaluating inc(3 + 1) to a value. This idea of reducing a term
only as needed (i.e. lazily) to yield the head-and-tail of a list exists
as streams in Scheme and lists in Haskell, with which you can
express finite or infinite lists. Now, S is a (non-empty) message
stream if S  s :: S 0 for some s and S 0 . If  is not defined on S, then
S is an empty message stream, denoted by the empty list symbol
[]. Input streams I and output streams O are defined similarly.
Throughout the paper, we frequently denote by s :: S 0 any stream
S for which S  s :: S 0 .
How do we compare possibly infinite lists? We use the idea that
two streams are equivalent if they cannot be distinguished. S1 and
˙ S2 if a component-wise equality check
S2 are distinct, written S1 ≡
˙ S2 is defined in Figure 3.
of S1 and S2 eventually2 fails. S1 ≡
Throughout the paper, if a rule is labeled with (∗) on its right, then
we have, for brevity, neglected to write the symmetric counterpart
of the (∗)-labeled rule into the definition (to obtain the symmetric
counterpart of the (∗)-labeled rule in Figure 3, swap s1 :: S1 and
[]). We then define stream equivalence as
def

˙ S2 ).
S1 ≡ S2 = ¬(S1 ≡

2.3

Runs as streams

Viewed externally, a run (trace) of a reactive system state q on an
input stream I, denoted q(I), is a sequence of messages consisting
1 That

is, x :: X 0 is the head normal form of X.
a finite number of equality checks.

2 After

s1 =
6 s2
˙ s2 :: S2
s1 :: S1 ≡

˙ S2
s1 = s2
S1 ≡
˙ s2 :: S2
s1 :: S1 ≡

−
(∗)
˙ []
s1 :: S1 ≡
Figure 3: Distinction of streams.
of the inputs in I interleaved with the outputs emitted while q reacts
to each input. We interpret a run as a message stream in Figure 4
by defining  on runs. While this definition allows runs to be
nondeterministic, we assume q(I), and thus q, to be deterministic,
as we are ultimately interested in the reactive part of JavaScript
(which is deterministic and single-threaded). However, the step to
nondeterminism in our results is small: Nondeterministic choice
can be resolved through a labeled reduction. By giving a random
choice stream to a run, we effectively “factor out” nondeterminism
into streams, as per O’Neil et al. [38].
i

→ q0
q−
q(i :: I)  i :: q 0 (I)

o

→ q0
q−
q(I)  o :: q 0 (I)

Figure 4: Next operator for a run.
When we are only interested in the outputs in a stream, we reinterpret the stream, using the definition of  in Figure 5. The reinterpretation can be viewed as an operator (·o ) which “filters” (by
need) the inputs from a stream3 , yielding the outputs.
So  o :: O
(i :: S)o  o :: O

−
(o :: S)o  o :: So

Figure 5: Outputs in a stream.
When defining security for reactive systems, we need only consider input streams of finite length. Assume a given infinite input
stream causes our system to leak. Then there must be a finite input stream which causes the same leak. Otherwise, the “attack” requires infinite consumption to succeed, in which case the attack
never finishes. Similarly, we only need to consider messages which
are finitely far into the output stream. Therefore it suffices to define
conditions on streams in security definitions inductively.
In summary, a stream is a possibly infinite list of messages. A
run q(I) of a reactive system q on an input stream I can be seen as
a possible interaction of q with an environment that feeds I to q. In
that case, q transduces I to the output stream O = (q(I))o .

3.

where · means nothing is observed4 . We also use obsl (s) as a predicate, where obsl (s) is false when obsl (s) = · and true otherwise.
Also, we define s1 =l s2 iff obsl (s1 ) = obsl (s2 ).
We are most interested in observable messages in message
streams in our security definitions. This motivates the stream reinterpretation in Figure 6, which can be viewed as an operator (·l )
which “drops” unobservables from a stream, until an observable is
found5 . We denote by s ::l S 0 any stream S for which Sl  o :: S 0 .
¬obsl (s)

“filter” in Python, Erlang and Haskell.

Sl  s0 :: S 0

(s :: S)l  s0 :: S 0

obsl (s)
(s :: S)l  s :: S

Figure 6: Next l-observable in a stream
We say S is l-silent, written sill (S), when S produces no lobservables, that is, when Sl ≡ []. The finite stream predicate,
fin(S), is defined Figure 7.
−
fin([])

Security of reactive systems

We now formalize a notion of information security which rejects
leaking systems. As mentioned earlier, the observables of a reactive
system are its inputs and outputs. Intuitively, if an I is changed in
a way that cannot be observed, then there must be no observable
difference in the resulting O. This intuition corresponds to the
notion of noninterference [9, 10, 19].
Whether a message on a channel is observable or not is indicated by a security label associated with the channel. We assume a
lattice of security levels (L, v) expressing levels of confidentiality.
In our examples, L = {H, L} and v= {(H, H), (L, H), (L, L)},
with H for “high” and L for “low” confidentiality. We let lbl(ch),
3 Like

the security label we associate with a channel ch, be a pair of security levels from L. Here, if lbl(ch) = lcle , then lc is the confidentiality of values (content) passed on ch, and le the confidentiality of the
existence of a message on ch. For instance, a channel carrying secret values but where the presence of messages is public has label
H L . We note that le v lc , since being capable of observing values on ch necessarily implies being capable of observing that some
message was transmitted on ch. So LH is impossible. We abbreviate channel labels H H , H L and LL by H, M and L, respectively.
In our examples we denote a channel by its label when its name
¯
does not matter. We let lbl(ch(v)) = lbl(ch(v))
= lbl(ch). When
lbl(•) = lcle , then lc = le , which in our examples equals H. The
distinction of existence and content levels is similar to that for general datatypes. For example, Jif [36, 37] allows arrays, where the
length of the array is public but the individual elements are secret.
The security labels express who can observe what. An observer
is associated a security label l from L, indicating the observer is
capable of observing the value in a message s with lc v l, and
the presence of a message with le v l, where lbl(s) = lcle . The
l-observables in s, obsl (s), are thus

• if le v l
obsl (•) =
· otherwise

 ch(v) if lc v l
obsl (ch(v)) = ch(·) if lc 6v l ∧ le v l
·
otherwise
¯
obsl (ch(v)) defined in the same manner as obsl (ch(v))

fin(S)
fin(s :: S)

Figure 7: Finite stream predicate
If we were not interested in unobservables at all, we would use
the re-interpretation (·!l ) in Figure 8 which filters all unobservables
from a stream. However, (·!l ) hides whether a stream is silent and
finite or silent and infinite. It is this subtle detail which is of key
importance in the distinction between the security definitions we
study in the next section.
4 The

observer only learns that a message occurred on ch by observing
¯
ch(·) or ch(·).
The observer knows the specification of the reactive system,
so this might enable the observer to infer on the reactive system state.
5 Like “dropwhile” in Python, Erlang and Haskell.

Sl!  s0 :: S 0

¬obsl (s)

(s :: S)!l  s0 :: S 0

when progress is observable, as follows.

obsl (s)

in M (h); l := 0;
while l <= h {
out L(l); l := l + 1
}; while 1 {skip}

(s :: S)!l  s :: Sl!

Figure 8: l-observables in a stream
3.1

In fact, program (3) has the same input-output behaviour as the
brute-force attack in Figure 1, extracted in program (4).

Progress and Termination

The choice on how to deal with diverging runs which produce no
observables leads to different security conditions. They differ in
whether or not they secure progress and termination observations.
An observer capable of observing termination will know, by inspecting its observables, whether a program is currently diverging
or not. Such an observer would be capable of learning whether h is
“true” or not in the following program.
in M (h); while h {skip}

(1)

This program inputs a (secret) value on M , binds it to h, and
then loops on h. Noninterference definitions which secure such
observations are termination-sensitive, and those that do not are
termination-insensitive. As we mention in the introduction, the
attacker in our reactive setting does not observe divergence because
of its internal nature; observers can only reason about the behavior
of our systems by observing message transmissions. An observer
capable of observing progress, on the other hand, will know how
far a program is in its computation. Such an observer would learn
the value of h in the following program.
in M (h); l := 0;
while l <= h {
out L(l); l := l + 1 }

in M (h); l := 0;
while 1 {
out L(l);
while l = h {skip};
l := l + 1 }

Definition 3.1. q is ID-secure iff, for all l, I1 and I2 ,
I1 ∼l I2 =⇒ (q(I1 ))o ∼l (q(I2 ))o ,
def

where S1 ∼l S2 = ¬(S1 ∼
˙ l S2 ).

s1 =l s2
S10 ∼
˙ l S20
s1 ::l S1 ∼
˙ l s2 ::l S2

sill (S2 ) fin(S2 )
(∗)
s ::l S1 ∼
˙ l S2
Figure 9: ID-difference of streams
(∼
˙ l ) is given in Figure 9. Intuitively, for S1 ∼l S2 to hold,
the l-observables of S1 and S2 must be component-wise equal,
until either a) both Sj have no more l-observables, or b) one Sj is
silent and infinite. ID-security rejects programs like (2). One might
therefore be lead to believe that ID-security is progress-sensitive.
However, by exploiting the exception in b), (2) can leak all of h

(4)

ID-security is thus both progress- and termination-insensitive. One
might disregard this issue, thinking that, while there are leaky PINIsecure programs, PINI-enforcements will surely reject them. However, the way programs like (4) exploit the “progress channel” cannot be detected by current PINI-enforcements, since they contain
no explicit leaks of h or L effects in a H context (loop/branch).
The other definition noted to be of practical interest in [7] is CP
(co-productive) security, defined as follows.
Definition 3.2. q is CP-secure iff, for all l, I1 and I2 ,
I1 'l I2 =⇒ (q(I1 ))o 'l (q(I2 ))o ,
def

˙ l S2 ).
where S1 'l S2 = ¬(S1 '
s1 =
6 l s2
˙ l s2 ::l S2
s1 ::l S1 '

(2)

After assigning an input v on M to h, this program outputs
the sequence of numbers 0..v on L. Observers not capable of
observing progress would, upon observing an output sequence
[L(0), L(1), L(2)] not know whether L(2) is the final output of the
program (meaning h = 2), or whether L(3) will follow. Thus, the
observer would never know the exact value of h. Noninterference
definitions which secure these observations are progress-sensitive,
and those that do not are progress-insensitive.
Bohannon et al. [7] define several noninterference notions, and
note two of them to be of practical interest. As they coincide on
finite streams, the interesting bit is how they treat infinite streams,
in particular, streams which eventually become silent and infinite.
The first definition, ID (indistinguishable) security, is given as

s1 =
6 l s2
s1 ::l S1 ∼
˙ l s2 ::l S2

(3)

˙ l S20
s1 =l s2
S10 '
˙ l s2 ::l S2
s1 ::l S1 '

sill (S2 )
(∗)
˙ l S2
s ::l S1 '
Figure 10: CP-difference of streams
( 'l ) is given in Figure 10. Observe the minute, yet key,
˙ l ) and ( ∼
difference between ( '
˙ l ). Intuitively, for S1 'l S2
to hold, the observables of Si must match exactly. Indeed, we have
S1 'l S2 ⇐⇒ S1 !l ≡ S2 !l . CP-security rejects programs
like (4), and is thus progress-sensitive. It will, however, accept
programs like (1), where the only (possibly) observable behavioral
difference is whether the program diverges or not. So CP-security
is termination-insensitive.
We have now seen most of Figure 2. ID-security is PINI, the
set of programs proven ID-secure through enforcement make up
TPINI, CP-security is PSNI and the set of programs proven CPsecure through enforcement make up TPSNI. While ID-security
can leak everything, CP-security leaks nothing in our setting since
we do not consider the termination channel exploitable6 . Since
leaking arbitrarily on the progress channel is unacceptable in practice, CP-security is a much more reasonable property to aim for.
However, CP-security is hard to enforce permissively [53]; typically, looping on high data is disallowed.
3.2

IB-security

What makes the brute force attack successful is that before the
program reaches a point in its control flow where it will diverge,
the program has already leaked its secret through intermediate outputs. We devise a new security notion, IB-security (input-bounded),
which deals with this problem by requiring that a reactive system that diverges while handling an observable phase handles that
6 If

the termination status of a program is observable, then CP-security will
leak at most 1 bit (per execution) [2] in any case.

phase silently. Phases arise from the idea that an observer might
consider it possible for unobservables to appear before any observable he sees in a stream, and after the last observable he sees. If S
is silent, all of S is one phase. Otherwise, the first phase of S are
all the messages in S up to (and including) the first observable. The
next phase is then the first phase in the rest of the stream. Figure 11
partitions a stream this way by placing a ∗ into the stream between
phases. Let o ::= ∗ | o , s ::= i | o and S be streams of s. We set
lbl(∗) = ⊥⊥ (= L in our examples), so obsl (∗) = ∗, for all l.
¬obsl (i)
(i ::
(o ::

S)p0
l

 i ::

obsl (i)

−
 o :: Slpk

Figure 13: Guess attack in JavaScript

p1
(i :: S)p0
l  i :: Sl

Slp0

S)pk
l

−
(i :: S)p1

∗ :: (i :: S)p0
l
l
def

Figure 11: Partition stream into observable phases. Slp = Slp0
Definition 3.3. q is IB-secure iff, for all l, I1 and I2 ,
I1 ≈l I2 =⇒ (q(I1 ))p,l
≈l (q(I2 ))p,l
o
o ,
def

s1 6=l s2

fin(S2 )

˙ 0l S2
s ::l S1 ≈

(∗)

s1 =l s2

˙ 1l S2
S1 ≈

˙ kl
s1 ::l S1 ≈

s2 ::l S2

sill (S2 )
˙ 1l S2
s ::l S1 ≈

information leaked = initial uncertainty − remaining uncertainty,

(∗)
def

˙l = ≈
˙ 0l
Figure 12: IB-difference of partitioned streams. ≈
˙ l ) is given in Figure 12. IB-difference behaves like ID( ≈
˙ 0l )) until an observable message is found
difference (this is ( ≈
in both S1 and S2 ; then it behaves like CP-difference (this is
˙ 1l )). As soon as a ∗ is observed in both S1 and S2 , however, IB(≈
difference goes back to behaving like ID-difference. In both these
cases, observable messages, and ∗, have to match.
IB-security rejects Program (3). For instance, let I1 = [H(1)]
and I2 = [H(2)], each an input stream with a single phase.
Running (3) on these streams yields outputs that are IB-equivalent
to the lists O1 = [L(1), ↑] and O2 = [L(1), L(2), ↑], respectively
˙ l O2 since,
(where ↑ denotes silent divergence). However, O1 ≈
after matching L(1), one stream is silent and the other is not.
It should not be too surprising that IB-security resides between
ID-security and CP-security. The proofs of these and further formal
results are given in the full version of this paper [40].

Smith defines information leakage, which for deterministic programs and uniformly distributed secrets amounts to log |S|, where
|S| is the size of the set of possible public outputs S given that the
public input is fixed. |S| translates to the number of indistinguishability classes for the high input, which, in effect, is the number of
different possibilities for the phases of an input stream. This is also
in line with Lowe [27], who measures the number of secret behaviors distinguished by an attacker in a nondeterministic setting.
Smith’s model allows us to obtain a quantitative guarantee without reasoning about probabilities. Indeed, it suffices to give an
estimate on the number of possible public observations in order
to derive min-entropy. For the quantitative results, we assume input streams are drawn from a finite universe U(I L ), where I L
is a (fixed) stream of observables where I L ≡ Il! holds for each
I ∈ U (I L ). Given that the number of input streams satisfying this
criteria is infinite, and that we thereby seemingly lose precision by
assuming a finite universe, we note that the result which is based on
this assumption holds regardless of how we fix our finite universe.
Let E be an equivalence relation, [a]E
A the E-equivalence class
of a in A, and A/E the set of E-equivalence classes in A. Formally,

Proposition 3.1. If q is CP-secure, then q is IB-secure.

def

[a]E
A = {b ∈ A | (a, b) ∈ E}

Proposition 3.2. If q is IB-secure, then q is ID-secure.

def

IB-security does not stop progress leaks entirely. For instance,
the “guess” attack in (5) is IB-secure while an observer can learn
the correctness of his guess by probing the responsiveness of (5).
in H(h);
while 1 {
in L(l);
while l = h {skip};
out L(l); }

Quantitative guarantee

Our security condition entails a tight quantitative security guarantee. We utilize Smith’s recent model for quantitative security.
Smith [51] defines the notion of vulnerability V (X) as the worstcase probability of guessing the value of secret X by an adversary
in one try. The measure of information quantity is then defined as
− log V (X), which corresponds to min-entropy. Based on the intuition

˙ kl s2 ::l S2
s1 ::l S1 ≈
˙ 0l S2
S1 ≈
˙ kl ∗ ::l S2
∗ ::l S1 ≈

the guess is fed by the user through (public) clicks on a guess
button7 . The key difference between programs (3) and (5) is that
program (5) leaks only “a little” as a reaction to each phase, and
thus has a lower bandwidth on the progress channel. A crucial
question arises: What is the maximum bandwidth of leaks IBsecurity permits on the progress channel? We answer this question
in the following section.
3.3

def

˙ l S2 ).
where Sop,l = (Slp )o and S1 ≈l S2 = ¬(S1 ≈

sill (S2 )

<html> <head> <script type="text/javascript">
/* functions out(v) and save() same as in Figure 1 */
function guess(v) {
while(v==h){};
out(v);
}
</script> </head> <body> <center>
<input type="text" id="secret"/>
<input type="button" value="Save" onclick="save()"/> <br>
<input type="text" id="public"/>
<input type="button" value="Guess"
onclick="guess(document.getElementById(’public’).value)"/>
</center> </body> </html>

A/E = {[a]E
A | a ∈ A}.
Definition 3.4 (k-bit security). Let I L and U(I L ) be given, U(I L )
uniformly distributed, and q be a system taking input from U(I L ).
Then q is k-bit secure if k ≤ log2 |S|, where
def

q(U(I L )) = {(q(I))o | I ∈ U(I L )}

(5)

A JavaScript modeling of this program is given in Figure 13. Here,

def

S = q(U(I L ))/ 'l
7A

similar example can be made where the guess comes from the network.

In our setting, a k-bit secure program leaks at most k bits. The
following program leaks whether the first value received on the M channel (if any) is even or odd.
in M (h); while (h % 2) {skip}; out L(0)

(6)

For fixed low inputs in an input stream with at least 1 M -message,
the observer sees at most two kinds of outputs: those equivalent
to [] and [L(0)] (by 'l ) respectively. As log2 |S| = log2 2 = 1,
Program (6) is at most 1-bit secure. Program (3), on the other
hand, eventually outputs the exact value received last on the Hchannel. In this case we have at most m possible outputs, where
m is the number of integers in U(I L ). Since log2 |S| = log2 m,
and since all these bits come from a single secret input value,
Program (3) leaks that whole value. At last, the number of bits
leaked by Program (5) is a function of the length of the observables
I L . If I L has n messages, then I L has n + 1 phases. Depending
on the secret, the program can diverge when handling any of these
phases, or in none of them. The last phase must be handled silently.
We thus have n + 1 classes of outputs, so Program (5) is at most
log2 (n + 1)-bit secure.
Theorem 3.1. If q is IB-secure, then q is at most log2 (n + 1)-bit
secure, where n is the nr. of observables in q’s input.
3.4

Buffering improves security

The reader might wonder which reactive systems in general are
IB-secure. It turns out that ID-secure systems which buffer outputs
between handling of inputs are IB-secure8 . We give a buffered
re-interpretation of a stream in Figure 14, which buffers outputs
between each input. Basically, if S  o :: S 0 for some o and S 0 ,
then SB  o :: S 00 for some S 00 only if an input follows o in S, or S
is a finite number of outputs. We realize this idea with a two-mode
re-interpretation: buffer (annotation B), and flush (annotation F).
(S, O)B will, when the next operator is applied on it, queue non-•
outputs from S in O using the reverse “cons” constructor9 . This
constructor interacts with the next operator as follows.
[] :: s  s :: []

(s :: S) :: s0  s :: (S :: s0 )

When an input is encountered, O is flushed. So, O practically takes
over for S until exhausted.
−
([], o :: O)B  o :: O

−
(• :: S, O)B  • :: (S, O)B

o 6= •
(o :: S, O)B  • :: (S, O :: o)B
−
(S, o :: O)F  o :: (S, O)F

(i :: S, O)F  s :: S 0
(i :: S, O)B  s :: S 0
−
(i :: S, [])F  i :: (S, [])B
def

Figure 14: Buffered stream. SB = (S, [])B
Let qB be like q in every way, except when run on an input
stream I. The resulting stream is then (q(I))B instead of q(I).
Theorem 3.2. If q is ID-secure, then qB is IB-secure.
This theorem is central. It states that we can drastically reduce
the leak on the progress channel by running the program in a context which buffers output. In practice, however, having the context
do this buffering is not always an option; in JavaScript, for instance,
8 While

it is sufficient to buffer output between handing of observable input
phases, doing so is not viable in practise where there might be multiple (unknown) observers at different observation levels (for instance, in a Mashup).
9 “snoc” in Haskell.

this would require changing the JavaScript interpreter. However, in
such a scenario, buffering can be realized through program transformation, by “inlining” the buffering into the JavaScript program.
Then, provided the JavaScript program can be enforced to be IDsecure, applying the buffering transformation on the program will
make it IB-secure. We now give a concrete example of an IDsecurity enforcement and a buffering program transformation in a
JavaScript subset. The language extends the one given in [7], but
the enforcement and program transformation are ours.

4.

Language

We now present a simple core language for reactive imperative systems, given in Figure 15. The language is a subset of JavaScript,
sharing many of its features and assumptions. In this language,
when reacting to an event, a reactive system runs a handler associated with that event, as well as all handlers above it in its hierarchy
of event handlers. Each such handler can change the state of the
reactive system, and trigger zero or more events in its environment.
Abstractly, our systems repeat the following: i) take the next available input, ii) produce zero or more outputs. Inputs are buffered,
and then handled in the order they are received in. Our programs
are single-threaded in the sense that it does not handle input messages concurrently. Input and output channels are disjoint, so our
programs cannot send messages to themselves. This last restriction
is not severe; in JavaScript, events generated procedurally are implemented as procedure calls10 . Besides, we are most interested in
how our systems react to their environment.
4.1

Syntax

Let programs, handlers, commands
and expressions be ranged by p,
p ::= · | ha; p
ha, c, e, respectively, and let the
ha ::= ch(z){c}
sets C, X, and V of channels, varic ::= skip
ables and values respectively be
| c; c
ranged by ch, x, and v. A pro| x := e
gram p is a list of handlers. When
| if e {c} {c}
p processes an input ch(v), it looks
| while e {c}
through its list of handlers for a
| out ch(e)
ch-handler, ch(z){c}. If none is
| new ha
found, ch(v) is dropped. If found,
Figure 15: Syntax
p will execute the body of the handler, c, with v in place of the formal parameter z. A command is merely a program in a while language, extended with output and handler creation. Beyond memory
inspection and modification, branching and looping, c can output
messages, and add/replace a handler to/in p. A memory, ranged by
µ, is a X → V mapping which, initially, is 0 for all x. This memory
is global, so when p processes an input, the change in memory can
affect how other handlers process future input.
After (if) c terminates, p consults a hierarchy of channels H,
processing ch(v) as if it were an input to the parent of ch (effectively forwarding ch(v) to the parent of ch). H(ch) yields the
parent channel of ch, or > if ch has no parent. In effect, H is a tree
(or a forest) and can be used to model e.g. the DOM tree. Once a
message has been forwarded to >, p will enter a state where it is
ready to process a new input.
We assume the presence of an expression language, which can
be more or less arbitrary, except the relation µ ` e ⇓ v, which
under memory µ reduces e to v, must be given. This relation must
be side-effect free, deterministic and terminating. X and V must be
10 timeOut events are an exception. However, we can model these by
considering setTimeout("s", ms); in JavaScript as a request to the
browser to send a message on a reserved channel after time ms to the
JavaScript, which stands ready with a handler which reacts by running s.

−

(p, ch 0 (v)) ⇓ c0

−
(·, i) ⇓ skip

•

ch 6= ch0

(ch(z){c}; p, ch (v)) ⇓ c0
−
(ch(z){c}; p, ch(v)) ⇓ c[z 7→ v]

(µ, p, skip; c) −
→ (µ, p, c)
o

(µ, p, c1 ) −
→ (µ0 , p, c01 )
o

0

(µ, p, c1 ; c2 ) −
→ (µ0 , p, c01 ; c2 )
Figure 17: Reduction relation for handler selection

µ`e⇓v
•

(µ, p, x := e) −
→ (µ[x 7→ v], p, skip)
µ`e⇓v

v 6= 0

o

(µ, p, c) −
→ (µ0 , p0 , c0 )

(p, i) ⇓ c

•

i

(µ, p, if e {c1 } {c2 }) −
→ (µ, p, c1 )

(µ, p) −
→ (µ, p, i, c)

o

(µ, p, i, c) −
→ (µ0 , p0 , i, c0 )
H(ch) = >

µ`e⇓0

•

•

(µ, p, ch(v), skip) −
→ (µ, p)

(µ, p, if e {c1 } {c2 }) −
→ (µ, p, c2 )
µ`e⇓v

H(ch) = ch 0

¯
ch(v)

ch 0 (v)

(µ, p) −−−−→ (µ, p, ch 0 (v), c)
•

(µ, p, ch(v), skip) −
→ (µ, p, ch 0 (v), c)

(µ, p, out ch(e)) −−−→ (µ, p, skip)
µ`e⇓0

Figure 18: Reduction relation for programs

•

→ (µ, p, skip)
(µ, p, while e {c}) −
µ`e⇓v

v 6= 0

statements). When there is no handler for i in p, command skip
is chosen. This reduction relation is given in Figure 17.

•

→ (µ, p, c; while e {c})
(µ, p, while e {c}) −
−
•

(µ, p, new ha) −
→ (µ, ha; p, skip)
Figure 16: Reduction relation for commands
disjoint, and 0 ∈ V as 0 is treated as Boolean false in branching
and looping instructions. In our examples we have arithmetic and
conditional expressions over X∪{z}∪V, with V = N and operators
defined as usual.
4.2

Semantics

The operational semantics of our language is given as a labeled
transition relation on system states, ranged by q. There are two
kinds of states. Consumer states denote a system ready to process
new input, and are given as a memory-program pair. Producer
states denote a system currently handling input, producing output
as it goes. Such states are given as a 4-tuple consisting of the
current memory, program definition, message being handled, and
command being executed in response.
q ::= (µ, p) | (µ, p, i, c)
The labeled transition relation on q is defined in terms of the
following intermediate judgments.
o

(µ, p, c) −
→ (µ0 , p0 , c0 ): A small-step labeled reduction stating
that, in memory µ, with program p, command c produces o
in a single step, modifying µ and p to µ0 and p0 while doing so,
and becoming c0 . This reduction relation is given in Figure 16.
The only non-standard rules are the out ch(e) rule and the
new ha rule. The former emits output, and the latter adds a
handler definition as the head of p.
(p, i) ⇓ c: A big-step reduction for handler selection stating that,
given program p and input i, c is the command to be executed
in response to i. c is the body of the first ch-handler in p, where
i = ch(v)11 . In c, any occurrence of the formal parameter
z has been replaced by v (except those appearing in new ha
11 new

ch(z){c} thus effectively replaces the ch-handler in p.

s

The labeled transition rules for system states, q −
→ q 0 , are given
in Figure 18. The initial state of a reactive system defined by p
is the consumer state (µ0 , p). Here, µ0 (x) = 0, for all x ∈ X.
i
Aq−
→ q 0 transition corresponds to feeding input i to a system in
consumer state q (which in turn enters producer state q 0 ). Here,
handler selection rules are used to determine which command c
o
to execute in response to i. A q −
→ q 0 transition corresponds to
receiving output from a system in a producer state q (which in turn
enters state q 0 ). Output o is the result of taking 1 transition in c,
except when c = skip, in which case the channel hierarchy H is
consulted to check whether the last input channel has a parent. If
so, the last input is forwarded to the handler for that parent. If not,
the system enters a consumer state. In any case, • is emitted.
4.3

Examples
¯o (5) when v = 0
Program (7), upon receiving ch i (v), outputs ch
¯o (4) otherwise.
and ch
ch i (z){if z {out ch o (4)} {out ch o (5)}}

(7)

Given I1 = [ch i (0)] and I2 = [ch i (1)], Program (7) yields
¯o (5), •] and q0 (I1 ) = [ • , ch
¯o (4), •]. Here, q0
q0 (I1 ) = [•, ch
denotes the initial state of the program under consideration. Program (8), upon receiving a message on ch 2i , replace its ch 1i -handler
with a handler that, instead of forwarding ch 1i messages to ch o untouched, adds 1 to the transmitted value.
ch 1i (z){out ch o (z)}
ch 2i (z){new ch 1i (z){out ch o (z + 1)}}

(8)

Given I1 = [ch 1i (0)] and I2 = [ch 2i (5), ch 1i (0)] , Program (8)
¯o (0), •] and q0 (I2 ) = [•, •, ch
¯o (1), •]. Proyields q0 (I1 ) = [ch
gram (9) models Program (4) in our language.
H (z){h := z}
L(z) {l := 0;
while 1 {
out L(l);
while l = h {skip};
l := l + 1 } }

(9)

Finally, Figure 19 gives an impression of how JavaScript programs
can be modeled in our framework. Here, just like in JavaScript

DOM Tree (fragment)
html

click html

body

head
p

Channel Hierarchy
>

p

HTML Source
<html onclick=Z>
<head></head>
<body onclick=Y >
<p onclick=X1 >
Paragraph 1</p>
<p onclick=X2 >
Paragraph 2</p>
</body></html>

click body
click p1

click p2

Reactive System
click html (z){Z}
click body (z){Y }
click p1 (z){X1 }
click p2 (z){X2 }

Figure 19: Modeling JavaScript in our Framework
where an onclick-event in paragraph 1 causes X1 , Y and Z
to be executed in response (in that order (in Firefox)), sending
clickp1 (v) to the corresponding reactive system will cause X1 to
be executed, whereafter v gets forwarded to the parent handler of
clickp1 (namely clickbody ), causing Y to be executed, etc.

5.

Enforcement

We now develop the static enforcement mechanism for ID-security
given in Figures 20 and 21. Along with a program transformation
which turns ID-secure programs into IB-secure programs through
dynamic enforcement (given in Section 5.1), these two parts form
a mechanized approach to rejecting IB-insecure programs12 . Although the enforcement is phrased as a type system, it is by no
means a fundamental choice as there are several viable alternatives
such as abstract interpretation [11] for representing the analysis.
Each channel ch has two sub-channels associated with it, one
for existence of messages on ch, denoted ch e , and one for content of messages on ch, denoted ch c . If lbl(ch) = lcle , then we set
lbl(ch e ) = le and lbl(ch c ) = lc . The sources (resp. sinks) of our
system are the input (resp. output) sub-channels. When analyzing
information flow in p, we are interested in knowing how p relates
sources and sinks. We (over)approximate this relationship with a
mapping Γ. Γ(ch e ), resp. Γ(ch c ), is the set of sources that an observer capable of observing existence, resp. content, of messages
on ch can obtain information from (by observing presence of messages, resp. values passed, on ch). Γ(ch e ) ⊆ Γ(ch c ), for all ch,
since being capable of observing values on ch necessarily implies
being capable of observing that some message was sent on ch. The
type checker checks whether a Γ correctly (over)approximates information flows in p, in which case p has type Γ, written ` p : Γ.
We let C e = {ch e | ch ∈ C} for any C ⊆ C. Likewise for C c .
Then Γ : I → P(I), where I = Ce ∪ Cc is the set of sources and
sinks, ranged by a. The set of sink types is the powerset of sources.
These form a lattice, with v, u and t defined as ⊆, ∩ and ∪. In
this way, our enforcement mechanism resembles the flow-sensitive
security-type system of [24]. There the powerset of information
sources is a “universal” flow lattice LU which all other flow lattices
L0 can be defined in terms of, and that a principal type of L0 can
be derived from the principal type of LU . Γ v Γ0 if Γ(a) v Γ0 (a),
∀a ∈ I, so the Γs themselves form a lattice. Any typable p thus has
a principal (that is, least) type.
12 You

can in fact replace our type system with any sound enforcement of
ID-security.

pc1 ` Γ1 p {c} p0 Γ01
pc2 ` Γ2 p {c} p0 Γ02

p2 v p1 , Γ2 v Γ1 , Γ01 v Γ02
−
pc ` Γ p {ha} pc : ha; p Γ

−
pc ` Γ p {skip} p Γ
pc ` Γ p {c1 } p0 Γ0

pc ` Γ0 p0 {c2 } p00 Γ00

pc ` Γ p {c1 ; c2 } p00 Γ00
Γ`e:T
pc ` Γ p {x := e} p Γ[x 7→ T t pc]
Γ`e:T
pc ` Γ p {out ch(e)} p Γ[ch 7→ hT, pci]
Γ ` e : pc0

pc t pc0 ` Γ pi−1 {ci } pi Γ0

i = 1, 2

pc ` Γ p0 {if e {c1 } {c2 }} p2 Γ0
Γ ` e : pc0

pc t pc0 ` Γ p {c} p0 Γ

pc ` Γ p {while e {c}} p0 Γ
Figure 20: Command Type Rules

−
`·:Γ

` ⊥ : ha; p : Γ
` ha; p : Γ

ˇ e ` Γ[z 7→ ch
ˇ c ] p {c} p0 Γ[z 7→ ch
ˇ c]
pc t ch
` (pc : ch(z){c}; p) : Γ

Γ ` p0

Figure 21: Handler Type Rules
The type system assumes that loops and handlers can run an
arbitrary number of times, handlers can be run in any order, and
any possible definition of a handler is considered possibly active at
any time. Therefore, when a new command is encountered during
typing, it is brought to the “top level” (in a sense “flattening” p),
and typed there in the pc the new command was discovered in. So
we are in fact type checking a (slightly) richer syntactic category,
p ::= p | pc : ha; p , of programs where handlers can be paired
with the pc they were discovered in. Notice that this (simplified)
version of our type system infers nothing. It requires Γs of the
form Γ : I ∪ X → P(I). We note, though, that a principal
Γ : I → P(I) can indeed be inferred from p. This inference
involves several fixed point computations to make sure the inferred
Γ is (over)approximative wrt. the above assumptions.
Let T range over P(I). Here, Γ[x 7→ T ] replaces the set of
sources Γ says can leak into x, with T . This makes our type system
flow-sensitive, taking into account the order of command execution.
This is in sharp contrast to flow-insensitive type systems, such as
those of [7, 54], which over-approximate by assigning the same
type to l := h; out L(l); l := 0 and l := h; l := 0; out L(l),
for instance. However, Γ[ch 7→ hT, T 0 i] inserts the content of
T ∪ T 0 (resp. T 0 ) to the set of sources Γ says can leak into ch c
(resp. ch e ).

T
if x = x0 ,
Γ[x 7→ T ](x0 ) =
0
Γ(x )
otherwise.

 Γ(y) t T 0
if ch e = y,
Γ(y) t T t T 0 if ch c = y,
Γ[ch 7→ hT, T 0 i](y) =
 Γ(y)
otherwise.
ˇ = {ch 0 ∈ C | ∃n ∈ N . H n (ch 0 ) = ch}, that is, the
We let ch
set of all descendants of ch. c can be run as a reaction to receiving

ˇ so c runs in the context containing
a message on any ch 0 ∈ ch,
ˇ
information about the existence of messages on all channels in ch.
ˇ channels. We assume
z could contain content from any of the ch
the presence of a typing relation for expressions Γ ` e : T , with
the requirement that for each variable x in e, Γ(x) v T .
The command typing judgment pc ` Γ p {c} p0 Γ0 should be
read “under context pc, command c takes an initial flow approximation Γ and program p to Γ0 and program p0 ”. Most of the rules are
standard, save the first rule in Figure 20, referred to as the “weakening rule”. While the other rules permissively approximate information flow in c, this rule allows us to conclude that more flows occur in c (yielding a weaker guarantee). This is needed when typing
while commands and whole handler bodies, as the typing must approximate an arbitrary number of executions of these. The program
typing judgment ` p : Γ should be read “Γ (over)approximates information flows in p”. The only interesting rule in Figure 21 is the
last one, which types a handler together with the pc it was discovered in while traversing p. It types the handler body c under context
ˇ e , where ch
ˇ e is the information conveyed by the existence
pc t ch
of a message on ch, and any of its subchannels.
We close this section with the type soundness theorem. Γ is
consistent with the channel labeling if ∀a ∈ dom(Γ) . ∀a0 ∈
Γ(a) . lbl(a0 ) v lbl(a). Also, p is well-typed if ` p : Γ for some
consistent Γ. At last,
Theorem 5.1. If p is well-typed, then p is ID-secure.
5.1

Buffering Output

Ideally, a reactive system should stay reactive. Thus, one would
usually expect an event handler to always terminate, yielding finite
output, and allowing the reactive system to process the next input
symbol. For instance, in JavaScript, timeOut events are handled
with a lower priority than other events to prevent procedurallycreated events from starving other events. Also, when a JavaScript
program enters an infinite loop, the browser asks the user whether
he wants to terminate the reaction prematurely. One could argue
that any diverging program is either the product of a programming
error or a programmer with malicious intent, making the program
diverge in the hope that doing so makes the program pass a static
enforcement check and still leak.
We present an encoding of programs which makes a program
buffer its output until it is ready to process a new input. Buffering
output mitigates the bandwidth of leaks due to intermediate output. One downside is that this encoding will mute handlers that
diverge while producing output. However, our justification for considering buffering useful is that programs with diverging handlers
do not belong to the paradigm of reactive systems. The program
transformation buff(p), given in Figure 22, replaces each output
command out ch(v) with an “enqueue” command enq, queuing
idx(ch) and v in q. Here, idx is a bijection from the n channels occurring in p and {1..n}. Control for flushing the queue, co , is then
added at the end of each root handler. deq yields the next element in
a queue and drop drops the next element in the queue. ci initializes
the queue q to the empty queue if q has the initial variable value 0.
The effect of this buffering is the same as that of running the
original program in a wrapper which buffers outputs, like the one
given in Figure 14. This leads to the following observation.
Theorem 5.2. If p is ID-secure, then buff(p) is IB-secure.
We summarize the quantitative implication in this theorem.
Theorem 5.3. If ` p, then buff(p) is log2 (n + 1)-bit secure where
n is the number of observables in the input to buff(p).
So, applying a JavaScript implementation of buff(·) on the
script from Figure 1 yields an IB-secure program, thus limiting the
bandwidth of the progress channel from arbitrary to log2 (n + 1).

buff(·) is homomorphic for recursively defined objects, and leaves
atomic objects unchanged, with these exceptions:

ch(z){ci ; buff(c); co }


if H(ch) = >,
buff(ch(z){c}) =

 ch(z){ci ; buff(c)}
otherwise.
buff(out ch(e)) = q := enq idx(ch) enq e q
Here,
ci = if q = 0 {q := emptyq} {skip}
co = while q 6= emptyq {
chout := deq q;
val := deq drop q;
q := drop drop q;
if chout = 1 {out ch 1 (val)} {skip};
..
.
if chout = n {out ch n (val)} {skip}}
Figure 22: Buffering Encoding

6.

Related work

Security of event-driven systems has been investigated in the context of process calculi [17, 20, 21, 25, 39, 44, 45] and event-based
abstractions [31, 32, 46]. Connections with security models for
more concrete programming languages have been made [18, 33].
However, relatively little has been done on exploring the flow of
information through language constructs in reactive languages.
Sabelfeld and Mantel [46] investigate the impact of different
types of channels (secret, encrypted, public) and different types of
communication (synchronous and asynchronous) on informationflow security. The encrypted channel is similar to our existential
channel, where only the presence (not the content) of messages is
visible to attackers. The origins of existence and content levels are
in security labels for datatypes. For example, Jif [36, 37] allows
arrays, where the length of the array is public but the individual
elements are secret.
O’Neil et al. [38] investigate the security of interactive programs. They focus on protecting secret user strategies from leaking
to the adversary. Clark and Hunt [9] note that it makes no difference
in a deterministic setting whether the input/output is represented by
strategies or streams. As discussed in Section 1, ONeil et al. [38], as
well as Askarov and Sabelfeld [3], consider termination-sensitive
noninterference. The price of termination-sensitivity is restrictiveness: loops with secret guards will likely break security and will
hence be rejected by the respective enforcements.
Almeida Matos et al. [34] propose a type system for noninterference and nondisclosure properties. They focus on suspension
features and leaks associated with them. Communication is modeled by streams in security formalizations by Askarov et al. [1]
for a language with cryptographic primitives and by Askarov and
Sabelfeld [3] for a language with dynamic code evaluation and declassification primitives.
Askarov et al. [2] clarify the impact of leaking information via
(non)termination of programs in the presence of intermediate output. Restrictions on language constructs that might result in abnormal termination or divergence, originating in classical security
analysis [13, 54] and supported in modern information-flow tools
Jif [37], FlowCaml [50], and the SPARK Examiner [6, 8], are not
strong enough to prevent brute-force attacks as Program 4.
As mentioned in Section 2, Bohannon et al. propose security definitions for reactive systems that correspond to four indistinguishability relations on streams. They emphasize (progresssensitive) CP-security and (progress-insensitive) ID-security and

choose to focus on the latter. Distinct feature of our approach compared to that of Bohannon et al. is (i) simple framework (finite inductive streams rather than infinite streams and coinductive definitions), (ii) new handler creation, (iii) strong security guarantees (the
security definition of Bohannon et al. is similar in spirit to PINI [2]
which allows leaking secrets entirely via the intermediate output,
whereas we allow only one bit to be leaked at most per consumed
public input), (iv) distinguishing the security level of message existence and content, (v) output buffering to guarantee strong security,
and (vi) a more permissive flow-sensitive enforcement.
Askarov et al. [2] demonstrate that progress-insensitive noninterference allows leaking secrets in non-polynomial time in the size
of the secret. In contrast, our security condition provides a tight
quantitative guarantee: the number of leaked bits is bounded by
log2 (n + 1), where n is the number of public inputs. Quantitative
information-flow security is a mature area by itself. Smith [51] provides an excellent summary of the state of the art. We adopt Smith’s
min-entropy based definition of quantitative security in our paper.
To the best of our knowledge, quantitative security of reactive programs has not been explored previously.
Devriese and Piessens [14] suggest splitting the execution of a
program onto threads operating at different security levels. Only the
thread at a given level is allowed to consume input from a channel
labeled with level. A similar mechanism is in place for output.
Tracking information flow in web applications is becoming
increasingly important, e.g., recent highlights are a server-side
mechanism by Huang et al. [23] and a client-side mechanism for
JavaScript by Vogt et al. [52], although, like a number of related approaches, they do not discuss soundness. Mozilla’s ongoing project
FlowSafe [15] aims at extending Firefox with runtime informationflow tracking, where dynamic information-flow monitoring [4, 5]
lies at its core. Recently, Magazinius et al. [30] have proposed how
to support decentralized policies with possible mutual distrust for
dynamically tracking information flow in mashups.

7.

Conclusion

We have proposed a framework for information-flow security of reactive programs. The framework tightly regulates the bandwidth of
leaks due to intermediate output: at most log(n+1) bits are allowed
to be released, where n is the number of public inputs to the program. This provides much-desired middle ground between the Draconian progress-sensitive and the brute-force attackable progressinsensitive security. The framework includes a flexible treatment of
channels: it is possible to reveal the existence of messages and at
the same time protect their content. We address features of reactive
programs that are important in a dynamic environment (such as in
a web browser): new handler creation and hierarchical event handling. Although our security requirement is strong, it is realizable:
we have presented a combination of flow-sensitive static analysis
and output buffering to guarantee security. The model scales up to
handle exceptions due to the insensitivity to abnormal termination
can be treated in the same way as nontermination. Thus, uncaught
exceptions due to, say, partial operators, in high context correspond
to looping in high context which is allowed by both our enforcement and security condition.
Future work includes explorations of further features of reactive languages, which will allow us to treat channels as firstclass values. Another important direction of current and future
work is integration of our approach with the larger research program [3, 30, 41, 43] and experiments with case studies. Of particular focus is supporting policies for intentional information release
or declassification [3] (including decentralized policies such as in
web mashups [30]), timeout events [41], and interaction with the
DOM tree [43]. We are experimenting with an enforcement mechanism for JavaScript that is based on an inlining transformation.

In a malicious-code scenario, it is important to cover all possible channels of leaking information. This paper gives particular
attention to the leaks via intermediate output because they can be
magnified into brute-force attacks, as illustrated in the example in
Section 1. Other information channels such as via timing [41] and
resource exhaustion [2] are important directions of future work.
We are investigating dynamic enforcement by runtime monitoring along the lines of recent series of work on dynamic informationflow tracking [3–5, 26, 42, 48, 49]. Dynamic enforcement provides
immediate advantages for handling dynamic language constructs
and extending our approach to dynamic channel hierarchies.
We anticipate it is straightforward to generalize our security
framework to state-transition systems and parametrize on when
buffering is done. We expect a generalization of Theorem 5.3
to guarantee that high-bandwidth leaks via progress of single
events are mitigated into low-bandwidth leaks via progress of event
chunks. However, as the focus of the present paper is on reactive
systems, such a framework is subject to future investigation.
Finally, we are exploring the possibility of giving the programmer control over flushing the output buffer. When several public
inputs can be processed until the output buffer is flushed, we have
the potential of providing stronger guarantees on the number of
leaked bits. The potential of this alternative depends on common
usage patterns in existing applications, which we plan to roadmap.
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